Social Emotion Learning and Drama
A creative approach to building school and life skills

HTY is pleased to present you with this brief, creative activity to help your students exercise Social-Emotional Learning competencies.

NALANI SAYS NO

DESCRIPTION: Two young friends meet to play together, but a conflict quickly arises as one of them dominates the whole activity, almost leaving out her friend. How will they solve their problem?

GRADE LEVEL FOCUS: Grades K-2

SEL FOCUS: NHES.1.2.1 Identify that healthy behaviors affect personal health. NHES.4.2.1 Demonstrate healthy ways to express needs, wants, and feelings.

ACTIVITY: Drawing

TO PREPARE, please:
- Preview the video before sharing it with your students to best help you introduce the activity.
- Let students know they will be asked to solve the problem between two friends.
- After viewing, students will draw a picture to show how the two friends could have been more respectful of each other. They will need drawing materials.

Two-and-a-half-minute activity